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Abstract: The central thesis of our target article is that feedback 
is never necessary in spoken word recognition. In this response we 
begin by clarifying some terminological issues that have led to a 
number of misunderstandings. We provide some new arguments 
that the feedforward model Merge is indeed more parsimonious 
than the interactive alternatives, and that it provides a more con-
vincing account of the data than alternative models. Finally, we 
extend the arguments to deal with new issues raised by the com-
mentators such as infant speech perception and neural architec-
ture. 
R1. Definitions 
Many commenta to r s ' points rest on par t icular in terpre ta-
tions of the t e rms " top-down" and "interact ion." In several 
cases, commenta to r s have used these t e r m s qui te differ-
ently from the way we used t h e m in the target article and, 
in some cases, qui te differently from the way they have used 
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them in their own previous writings. When we introduced 
these concepts we made it clear that we were using them in 
the senses which most closely correspond to the notion of 
feedback. Remember, feedback is the central issue, not 
only because it is the focus of the target article, but because 
it is the focus of the debate in the literature. 
R1.1. Interaction. In the target article, we used the term in-
teraction as synonymous with feedback. Two stages which 
interact are linked by feedback as well as feedforward con-
nections, that is, each can influence the other. 
Although "interaction" is most commonly used to char-
acterise the information flow between processes, interac-
tion is sometimes used instead to make statements about 
how different kinds of information are used or combined. 
So, if lexical and phonemic knowledge are combined in 
making phonemic decisions, one might want to say that lex-
ical and phonemic knowledge interact. We can call these 
two senses of interaction "process interaction" and "infor-
mation interaction" (Norris 1980). Information interaction 
does not imply process interaction. For example, one might 
(like Luce et al.) make no distinction between lexical 
and phonemic processes, but still characterise lexical and 
phonemic information as different kinds of knowledge. In 
Merge, lexical and phonemic knowledge are combined in 
the decision nodes, but no processes in the model interact 
with one anofher. Merge has no process interaction and no 
feedback. We have therefore not adopted a narrow defini-
tion of interaction as Pitt and Slowiaczek suggest, but we 
have tried not to conflate the two quite distinct senses of in-
teraction. 
R1.2. Top-down. The sense of top-down which predomi-
nates in the psychological literature refers to the direction 
of information flow within the system. In this architectural 
sense, flow of information from one process back to previ-
ous processes in the chain is referred to as top-down. Merge 
is not top-down. Lexical units give output only to decision 
units which are themselves output units and are not part of 
the processing chain delivering input to lexical units. Note 
that top-down does not refer to the direction of lines on the 
page. If it did, classification of models would depend how 
one drew the lines, and possibly on how one held the page! 
We leave it as an exercise for the reader to redraw Figure 1 
so diat all lines from the input phoneme and lexical levels 
point upwards. 
Note that although this sense of top-down gets close to 
the concept of feedback, and is generally used synony-
mously with feedback in the literature, it is not identical. 
Nonspecific top-down flow of information, such as might 
be involved in generalised attentional activation, would not 
in any way be the same as specific feedback from particu-
lar lexical items which altered the processing of specific 
phonemes. The target article concerns itself with specific 
feedback, and not with nonspecific top-down effects, such 
as attention, which are not part of a lexicon-phoneme feed-
back loop. 
Top-down is also sometimes used in a less well-defined 
sense that appears to be a close synonym of information in-
teraction. In this second sense, top-down is used to mean 
that information at one level of analysis is brought to bear 
in processing information specifiable at a more fine-grained 
level of description. So if lexical knowledge is used in any 
way to influence decisions about phonemes, this is evidence 
that lexical and phonemic information are combined in a 
top-down fashion. As the target article demonstrates, this is 
quite independent of die issue of feedback, or even direc-
tion of information flow. Strictly feedforward models like 
the Race model, Merge, and FLMP are, in this sense, top-
down. (Thus although both Shortlist and Merge are feed-
forward and bottom-up in terms of information flow, they 
do use the lexical constraints that Benki wants them to 
use.) 
In concluding this section we emphasise that our choice 
of terminology and definitions is not arbitrary. It reflects the 
core issues in the "interaction" debate that has been pur-
sued in the literature for over 20 years. This has been part 
of a more general debate about the architecture of the lan-
guage processing system, perhaps most clearly set out by 
Forster (1979). During this time there has been no dis-
agreement about whether lexical information can influence 
phoneme identification. The debate has been about process 
interaction and feedback (Cutler et al. 1987; Elman & Mc-
Clelland 1988; Frauenfelder et al. 1990; Massaro & Cohen 
1991; McClelland 1991; Pitt 1995; Pitt & McQueen 1998; 
Samuel 1997). 
R2. Theory 
None of the commentaries has explained why feedback 
might be necessary. Tanenhaus et al., Montant, Shill-
cock, and Stevens all express their conviction that it really 
should (under certain circumstances) be helpful. But with-
out specific reasons why our arguments might not hold un-
der such circumstances, pleas like "feedback is surely help-
ful" (Tanenhaus et al.) remain wishful thinking. In the 
following sections we discuss the general points of theory 
that were raised. The majority of the commentaries have 
concentrated on issues concerning the Merge model itself, 
raising three main concerns: that Merge might not be 
"ecologically valid"; that, contrary to our characterisation, 
Merge might really be a top-down or interactive model af-
ter all; and that Merge might not really be simpler than in-
teractive models. 
R2.1. Ecological validity. In order to make the case for a 
feedforward model of speech perception we must be able 
to explain data from laboratory tasks that have been pre-
sented as evidence for feedback. Merge was designed to ex-
plain these data in a manner consistent with the principles 
of Shortlist, which is concerned with modelling word recog-
nition in continuous speech. Some commentators question 
the ecological validity of Merge (Appelbaum, Benki, Vroo-
men & de Gelder). After all, Merge has been used to ex-
plain behaviour in laboratory tasks involving metalinguistic 
judgements. In part this is true. None of us is primarily con-
cerned with explaining laboratory data rather than natural-
istic processing. Psycholinguists have to live with the fact 
that the experimental tasks they use do not direcdy reveal 
the inner workings of the speech perception system. These 
tasks do, however, give us some very good clues, whereas 
naturalistic observation of speech perception tells us noth-
ing at all about processing architecture. To make die best 
use of these clues, models like Merge must attempt to ex-
plain both normal processing and performance in labora-
tory tasks. The data that Merge explains have on occasion 
been taken as evidence for feedback, so we cannot ignore 
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these data. The commentators who criticise the ecological 
validity of Merge present no alternative. 
R2.2. Terminological confusion. Some commentators seem 
to be in a state of terminological confusion. This worries us 
because it indicates that there is confusion over the use of 
some fundamental terms in the literature. More worrying 
still is the fact that some commentators (Pitt, Samuel) who 
have published papers using terms like "top-down" in the 
standard sense of direction of information flow used in the 
target article, use the terms in a quite different sense in 
their commentaries. 
Appelbaum and Samuel suggest that the interaction 
debate has not been about processing interaction and in-
formation flow (see sect. Rl , Definitions) and that we 
should now call feedforward models like Merge and FLMP 
interactive. Pitt believes that we have narrowed the mean-
ing of "interactivity" by restricting it to cover only top-down 
feedback. Interestingly enough, if we look at recent papers 
on interaction written by Pitt and Samuel, we see that the 
opening paragraph of each of these papers defines both the 
terms and the issues very clearly (Pitt 1995; Pitt & Mc-
Queen 1998; Pitt & Samuel 1993; Samuel 1997). We quote 
here from Samuel (1997, p. 97) (although the clearest def-
inition is to be found in Pitt & McQueen), "Some models 
hypothesize strictly bottom-up connections between the 
lower level (phonemic) and higher (lexical), while others 
posit bidirectional information flow." The fact that bidirec-
tional information flow really is the issue is confirmed in an 
earlier paper by McClelland (1991, p. 3), which makes it 
clear that the debate is whether "perception involves a bidi-
rectional flow of information," a point endorsed by Massaro 
and Cohen (1991) who cite the same quotation from Mc-
Clelland. It is not surprising that our own papers contain 
many similar quotations (e.g., Cutler et al. 1987; McQueen 
1991; McQueen et al. 1999a; Norris 1992). 
Why does Samuel now think that Merge is interactive 
and nonautonomous? Given that he has adopted the stan-
dard conventions in the past, it is hard to know why he 
adopts different interpretations here. Part of Samuels 
problem may be attributable to the fact that he wrongly 
equates phoneme and decision nodes in Merge with the 
feature and phoneme nodes of TRACE. In TRACE, fea-
tures feed into phonemes, which in turn feed into words. In 
Merge only the input phonemes feed into words. Decision 
units cannot be equated with phoneme nodes in TRACE as 
they do not feed into lexical units. But Samuel has chosen 
to call the connections from lexical to decision nodes "top-
down." He then states that "Norris et al. offer several rea-
sons for including such top-down connections, and they are 
exactly correct: Top-down lexical influences are necessary." 
It is important that decision nodes are influenced by the lex-
icon, but this influence does not involve top-down flow of 
information. Information in these connections passes from 
input to output. 
Possibly Samuel believes that any information flow from 
lexical to phonemic representations is "top-down": "if lexi-
cal nodes influence the activation of phonemic codes, a 
model is not autonomous." Note that the effect of this 
would be to redefine "top-down" so that any demonstration 
of lexical effects on phoneme identification (which must 
surely be based on phonemic codes) is "top-down." All re-
searchers in the field have been in agreement about the 
existence of lexical effects on phoneme identification for 
more than 20 years (see Cutler & Norris 1979 for review). 
Furthermore, lexical nodes have always influenced phone-
mic codes in bottom-up models. In the Race mode, lexical 
access makes the lexically based phonological code of the 
word available. In Samuel's terms, lexical nodes activate 
phonemic codes. If we were to adopt the terminology of 
Samuels commentary everybody would accept that the 
data argue for "top-down" processing and all of the models 
would be "top-down" too. Have all of us who have worked 
on this question (including Samuel) been wasting our time? 
No. We have all been addressing the much more interest-
ing question of whether there is top-down feedback. Fur-
thermore, Samuel himself has made some rather ingenious 
contributions to this debate (e.g., Samuel 1997). We only 
hope that his terminological volte face is just a temporary 
aberration and not an attempt to rewrite history and pre-
tend that he believed in what we are now proposing all 
along. It is not that we do not want him to agree wiyh us. 
But we think he should agree on our terms. 
Appelbaum suggests that we have reinterpreted the in-
teractive/autonomy distinction. But in fact it is Appelbaum 
who seems to have interpreted the distinction incorrectly. 
In an earlier paper, Appelbaum (1998) assumed that lexical 
effects on phonemic processing (e.g., Ganong 1980) were 
evidence of "top-down information flow" (Appelbaum 
1998, p. 321) and hence evidence against a modular stage 
of phonetic perception. The Race model (Cuder & Norris 
1979) had long ago shown that lexical effects are entirely 
consistent with a modular stage of phonetic perception, and 
Merge maintains modular prelexical processes. Remember, 
decision nodes are not prelexical. Appelbaum's attempts 
to use lexical effects on phoneme decisions as evidence 
against modularity are therefore flawed; and her criticisms 
of our terminology may stem from a misreading of die lit-
erature. 
Appelbaum, Pitt, and Samuel also seem confused by 
our application of the term "autonomous" to Merge. As we 
pointed out, autonomy is properly applied to stages rather 
than models, and Merge "preserves the essential feature of 
autonomous models - independence of prelexical process-
ing from direct higher-level influence" (sect. 5.1, para. 7). 
Prelexical processing, and that is what the debate is about, 
is autonomous in Merge. The appropriate classification of 
the decision units is less straightforward. The decision units 
are flexible and configurable according to task demands, so 
they certainly do not constitute a Fodorian (Fodor 1983) 
module. Once configured for the task, however, they take 
input from two sources (lexical and prelexical) and then 
produce an output without interference or feedback from 
subsequent processes. This justifies the label "autonomous." 
Finally in this section we should respond to the claim of 
Tanenhaus et al. that there is feedback from lexical to de-
cision nodes. Where there is no feedforward (decision to 
lexical) there can be no feedback. The lexical-to-decision 
connections are feedforward. 
R2.3. Parsimony. The question of parsimony rests largely 
on the issue of whether the decision nodes in Merge are an 
added extra that interactive models can do without (see 
Doeleman et al., Gow, Murray, Pitt, Slowiaczek, and 
Whalen). For example, there are no explicit decision nodes 
in TRACE so, although TRACE has interaction, it has no 
counterpart of Merge s decision nodes. How then can we 
claim that Merge is simpler than TRACE? There are two 
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parts to our answer. As we explained in the target article, 
one is that even if TRACE is as simple as Merge, it cannot 
account for the data (e.g., Pitt & McQueen 1998). We will 
remind readers of the details of this argument when dis-
cussing comparisons between Merge and TRACE in a later 
section. The second is that all models need some form of 
decision mechanism. Merge only appears more complex 
because it makes that mechanism explicit. 
R2.3.1. Decision processes in Merge. Most psychological 
theories give a less than complete account of how a model 
might be configured to perform various experimental tasks. 
For example, TRACE and Merge must be able to perform 
either lexical decision or phoneme identification depend-
ing on the requirements of the task. In early phoneme-
monitoring studies, listeners were typically required to 
monitor only for word-initial phonemes (Foss 1969). By def-
inition, this demands that positional information from the 
lexicon is combined with information about phoneme iden-
tity. Neither Race nor TRACE ever specified a mechanism 
for performing this part of the task. This is unsurprising be-
cause there is practically no limit to the complexity of the 
experimental tasks we might ask our subjects to perform. 
Listeners could no doubt be trained to monitor for word-
initial phonemes in animal words when a signal light turned 
green. Correct responding would require combining pho-
nemic, lexical, semantic, and cross-modal information. But 
this does not mean that we have hard-wired {initial /p / , an-
imal, green} nodes just sitting there in case someone 
dreams up precisely such an experiment. It certainly does 
not mean that we should conclude that the processes of 
colour perception, semantic processing, and phoneme per-
ception all interact in normal speech recognition. A far 
more likely explanation is that a number of simple non-
interacting processes deliver output to a system that can 
monitor and merge those outputs to produce a response. 
This system has to have enough flexibility to cope with all 
manner of bizarre tasks that experimenters, and die world 
in general, can throw at it. In Merge we have finessed the 
issue of how this system configures itself, and assumed 
that we can represent the process of combining different 
sources of information by a set of decision nodes. Merge 
does one extra thing. Although we can devise phoneme 
identification tasks that necessarily take account of lexical 
information, in die simplest phoneme identification tasks 
listeners could, in principle, ignore the output of the lexi-
con (and in fact often appear to do so; Cutler et al. 1987). 
In Merge we assume that listeners sometimes monitor the 
phonemic and lexical levels even when this is not explicitly 
required by die task, and that this is the source of lexical ef-
fects in phoneme identification. 
Additional evidence that we need something more than 
just the phoneme nodes of TRACE to perform phoneme 
identification was reviewed in section 7 of the target article. 
The ability to perform phoneme identification is not an au-
tomatic consequence of being able to recognise spoken 
words. For instance, it is greatly facilitated by having 
learned to read an alphabetic script (Read et al. 1986). Fur-
thermore, neuroimaging work reveal different patterns of 
brain activity in tasks involving explicit phonological deci-
sions from those involving passive listening to speech (De-
monet et al. 1994; Zatorre et al. 1992; see Norris & Wise, 
1999, for review). 
In conclusion then, the decision nodes in Merge do not 
undermine its parsimony compared to other models. All 
models must make allowance for the facts that diere is a 
flexible and configurable decision mechanism, that listen-
ers have to learn to interpret the workings of prelexical pro-
cesses, and that explicit phonological decisions appear to 
activate parts of the brain not activated during normal 
speech recognition. The important point is that the decision 
process is not an optional extra. Without some such process 
listeners could not perform the experimental tasks we give 
them. The decision process is not something Merge has but 
other models can do without. All models need a decision 
process. Our claim is that when that decision process is 
taken into account we see that it is probably responsible for 
lexical effects in phoneme identification, leaving normal 
speech perception as a feedforward process. 
R2.3.2. Rewiring decision nodes. The decision process 
has to be very flexible. Our suggestion that the connections 
in Merge might be rewired on the fly is the subject of crit-
icism by both Grainger and Grossberg. Grossberg's 
worry about the plausibility of "rewiring" seems to apply to 
the very literal rewiring that might be done by a neural elec-
trician. Our intention is to capture the process of reconfig-
uring network connectivity as in the Programmable Black-
board model of McClelland (1986). As we have argued 
above, all models must be able to configure themselves ac-
cording to task demands. Grossberg's ART model must find 
a way of doing this too. 
Grainger suggests that rewiring is implausible and 
unimplementable. The original suggestion for wiring on the 
fly, as proposed for Merge and Shortlist, rests on the as-
sumption that it is worth adding an extra mechanism in or-
der to save the need to have vast (possibly astronomical) 
numbers of permanent connections. The issue of rewiring 
is quite orthogonal to the question of feedback. However, 
it should be clear that if two different representations (say 
lexical and decision) are to be wired dynamically, then there 
must be some way to identify pairs of representations that 
are to be wired together. Lexical representations should 
therefore not be considered to be single unstructured 
nodes. They must contain the form-based lexical represen-
tation which can be dynamically associated with an appro-
priate decision node. It has always been part of Shortlist 
and the Race model that the lexicon explicitly represents 
phonological form. Grainger's assumption that a dynami-
cally rewirable version of Merge would have no lexical rep-
resentation of phonological form is bizarre. 
Note that if we set aside the issue of rewiring on the fly, 
Merge simply does not have the problems Grainger sup-
poses. In the simulations we presented, the decision nodes 
are effectively the output representations. Activating a 
word activates its phonological form on the decision nodes. 
For some reason, Grainger believes that the problem of 
merging lexical and phonemic information presents a prob-
lem for Merge which is not faced by his own DROM model 
(Grainger & Jacobs 1994) simply because the DROM can 
combine letter and spelling information "at leisure." The 
speed of the process does not alter the logic of the connec-
tivity. It is fortunate that Merge does not have this problem 
as DROM would have exactly the same problem. 
R2.3.3. Feedback consistency. A further issue of parsi-
mony is raised by Ziegler & Van Orden who believe that 
models with feedback have been able to generate important 
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theoretical predictions such as the feedback consistency ef-
fect in reading which "would never have been predicted by 
exclusively feedforward models." Interesting to note, Nor-
ris (submitted) demonstrates that the reported data on 
feedback consistency effects in reading can be well ex-
plained by the feedforward multiple-levels model (Norris 
1994a) without any modification whatsoever. The reason 
that a feedforward model can simulate a "feedback consis-
tency" effect is that the effect is not actually due to feedback 
at all, but to the type frequency of body-rime correspon-
dences. Other things being equal we might expect most 
rimes to appear in a roughly equal number of words. If those 
rimes are always spelled in the same way, then the type fre-
quency of each body-rime correspondence will be roughly 
equal. But, for rimes that are feedback inconsistent (i.e., 
spelled in more than one way), the major body-rime corre-
spondence will tend to have a lower type frequency than in 
feedforward consistent words. Feedback consistency has an 
effect on naming because it tends to alter the type fre-
quency of the correspondence. Feedforward models like 
the multiple-levels model are sensitive to type frequency. 
Feedforward models predict the data and correctly explain 
it as an effect of type frequency which has nothing to do with 
feedback from phonological to orthographic processing. 
R3. Comparison of Merge with other models 
R3.1. Merge versus TRACE. Throughout the target article, 
we claim that Merge is more parsimonious than interactive 
models. It is quite possible that Merge could be theoreti-
cally sound, but actually less parsimonious than interactive 
models. If models with and without feedback were other-
wise equal, and the trade-off were simply between having 
the phoneme decision units units required by Merge and 
having feedback, it is hard to see which would be more par-
simonious. This is essentially the point raised by Murray, 
Pitt, and Tanenhaus et al. How do we set about choosing 
between similar models? As we pointed out in section 
R2..3.1 above, all models need some form of decision 
process. Merge incorporates that explicitly, other models 
do not. So, comparing Merge and TRACE for parsimony is 
not actually comparing like with like. TRACE has extra hid-
den complexity, even though it may have fewer free para-
meters (Pitt). But most importantly, Merge still satisfies 
Occam's precept better than TRACE does. Occam's razor 
favours the most parsimonious theory consistent with the 
data; TRACE (the original or our modified version) is in-
consistent with the data from Pitt and McQueen (1998). 
TRACE is also inconsistent with the development of pho-
nological awareness with literacy without adding something 
akin to decision units; and finally TRACE is unable to ac-
count for detection of mispronunciations. We did our best 
to show that TRACE could be modified to account for the 
subcategorical mismatch data, but that is not enough. 
In discussing the Merge simulations, Tanenhaus et al. 
state that we would like to conclude that the superior per-
formance of Merge over the interactive model simulation is 
"compelling evidence for Merge and against TRACE." This 
is incorrect. As we point out (sect. 6.1), "With Merge-like 
dynamics, an interactive model could approximate the cor-
rect data pattern." The importance of the simulations is to 
demonstrate that a feedforward model can account for the 
subcategorical mismatch data and to show how a model like 
TRACE might be modified to simulate that data too. The 
compelling evidence against TRACE comes from the data 
from Pitt and McQueen and the fact that TRACE fails to 
account for the bigger picture. 
Tanenhaus et al. believe that we have made "question-
able linking assumptions between the data and the models" 
(without saying why they believe this), and they seem to 
take exception to our assumption that positive lexical deci-
sion responses should be made when any lexical node ex-
ceeds a threshold. Note that we make exactly the same as-
sumptions about response thresholds for both Merge and 
the interactive model. There is convincing neurophysiolog-
ical evidence that reaction times are determined by neural 
activation thresholds in eye movement control (Hanes & 
Schall 1996). Both Tanenhaus et al. and Caskell remark 
that the threshold in Merge needs to be precisely set to sim-
ulate the correct pattern of data. This is true, but follows 
from the need to match the models performance to that of 
subjects. Subjects in these experiments make few errors. To 
respond correctly, they must place their decision criterion 
high enough not to be exceeded by nonword activation and 
low enough to always be exceeded by word activation. In 
Merge this requirement ties the criterion down to a range 
of 0.06 activation units and in the interactive model about 
0.1 units. In both models a high criterion within this 
range leads to equally fast responses to N3W1 and W2W1, 
whereas the lowest possible criterion would lead to slightiy 
faster N3W1 responses. With the lowest criterion, the 
N3W1 advantage is twice as large for the interactive model 
as for Merge. Contrary to what Tanenhaus et al. claim, we 
would not expect to see evidence of fast lexical decision re-
sponses based on early activation of W2 if subjects are re-
sponding accurately. Also, contrary to their claims, the RT 
distributions of our data are clearly unimodal and not bi-
modal. Because W2W1 and W2N1 follow the same trajec-
tory until cycle 8 there is no way that subjects could possi-
bly make fast "Yes" responses to W2W1 based on early W2 
activation without also making erroneous "Yes" responses to 
W2N1. This is not surprising because the final phoneme is 
not fully presented until cycle 9. Note that the error rate to 
W2N1 items is only 3%. 
R3.2. Merge versus FLMP: FLMP is running a different 
race. In terms of the central argument about feedforward 
processing there is no fundamental conflict between Merge 
and FLMP. But Massaro's and Oden's commentaries now 
make us think that, in processing terms, FLMP must be 
much more different from Merge than we had originally 
thought. 
Both Oden and Massaro criticise us for having misrep-
resented FLMP when discussing their account of the 
Ganong effect, where we say that "the support for a word 
has nothing to do with the perceptual evidence for that 
word" (sect. 6.3, para. 6). Oden points out that when they 
say "support for the voiced alternative given by the follow-
ing context" (Massaro & Oden 1995, p. 1054) they are not 
saying that gift supports /g/, but that ift supports /g/ . The 
evidence for ift is independent of the evidence for /g/ 
whereas the evidence for gift would not be. But why is the 
probability of responding /g/ dependent on the evidence 
for ift? The sequence ift does not support /g/ any more than 
it supports any other phoneme. The word gift might sup-
port /g/ , but there is simply no reason why the sequence ift 
should support any onset phoneme in the absence of infor-
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mation about lexical forms. Oden's claim that ift supports 
/g/ only makes sense if the relevant information is derived 
from the lexicon. So, when making a phonetic decision, the 
listener must decompose the input into the phoneme of in-
terest and the residue. Then the residue -ift can be fed into 
the lexicon to determine that /g/ is a possible word onset in 
this context and /k/ is not. This way the context is indepen-
dent of the support that /g / provides for the word gift. Of 
course, at the same time gift is also being fed into the lexi-
con so that the word can be recognised. All of this is to avoid 
violating independence by feeding only gift into the lexicon 
and allowing lexical information to bias interpretation of 
/g/ . Perhaps Massaro and Oden will think that our attempt 
to discover die processes behind the FLMP equations has 
led us to misrepresent them again. But in fact this is the 
heart of our criticism of FLMP. Although the FLMP equa-
tions are simple, they do not specify a process model, and 
it is far from clear what the underlying process model 
should be (for similar criticisms see Grossberg et al. 1997). 
Also, within the broad scope of the FLMP equations, there 
seems to be just too much room for manoeuver in how they 
are used to explain any particular piece of data. 
This flexibility is apparent in Oden's commentary. In re-
sponse to our criticism of the FLMP account of compensa-
tion for coarticulation, Oden offers a new explanation of 
sequential effects in FLMP terms of decisions about the 
"candidate identity of the sequence of words." The impli-
cation of this statement is that compensation for coarticu-
lation takes place not at a prelexical, or even a lexical level, 
but at a new level representing sequences of words. The 
one straightforward thing we can say about this explanation 
is that it is wrong. As we will show later in section R4.3, 
there is abundant evidence that compensation for coartic-
ulation is prelexical. Compensation applies even to non-
word stimuli. Therefore, as we originally argued, FLMP 
still has no plausible account of the Pitt and McQueen data. 
Oden suggests that the inhibition in Merge might pro-
duce all-or-none decisions. This tends not to be true given 
the levels of inhibition employed at the decision stage. As 
we pointed out, adding noise would also stop the model be-
ing deterministic. However, there is no doubt that there is 
work to be done in developing the model to account for 
both response probability with ambiguous input and speed 
of responding with unambiguous input (see Carpenter 
1999; Ratcliff et al. 1999; Usher & McClelland 1995). 
Both Massaro and Meyer & Levelt criticise us for con-
centrating too much on modeling activation levels. Massaro 
assumes we believe that activations are somehow better 
than response probabilities; Meyer & Levelt suggest that it 
is preferable to use the Luce choice rule than to allow in-
hibitory effects on activation. However, the Luce rule is not 
simply an alternative to inhibition, because models still 
need a mechanism whereby the rule can be implemented. 
Any complete model needs an account of how response 
probabilities are computed. Network models have the abil-
ity to suggest mechanisms which show how differences in 
activation can be translated into differences in response 
probabilities and latencies (Carpenter 1999; Page 2000). 
Massaro criticises models with hidden units as being 
untestable. Contrary to his claim, however, there is no con-
nection between the fact that networks with hidden units 
can approximate any measurable function (Hornik et al. 
1989) and their testability. Nothing in this work implies that 
a network trained on a given data set (such as speech input) 
will then behave as people do (in some experimental task 
on which it was not explicitly trained). A clear example of 
this comes from Seidenberg and McClelland's (1989) 
model of reading aloud. The model is trained to translate 
orthography to phonology. The model succeeds or fails (it 
actually does a bit of both) depending on its ability to sim-
ulate human reading behaviour, something it was never ex-
plicitly trained to do. A model trained directly to reproduce 
the correct RTs and error rates might not be testable, but 
then it would just be a redescription of the data. Massaro s 
criticism of models with hidden units is fallacious, and so, 
in consequence, is his attempt to extend such criticism to 
network models in general. 
R3.3. Merge versus the distributed cohort model. The 
commentary by Gaskell shows that the Distributed Cohort 
Model (DCM, referred to in the target article as the post-
lexical model) can be modified to overcome the technical 
criticisms we made in the target article and to simulate the 
subcategorical mismatch data. This suggests that the sub-
categorical mismatch data might not be as diagnostic as we 
originally thought, and that at least one other bottom-up 
model can account for the data. Although the model still 
cannot explain the variability in the effect, for exactly the 
reasons we originally suggested, Marslen-Wilson suggests 
that the DCM probably needs a decision mechanism that 
can shift attention from the normal phonological output to 
a lower-level auditory output less influenced by lexical fac-
tors. This is essentially the same explanation as in Merge 
where attention can be shifted between levels. However, 
the recurrent net architecture still fails as a model of con-
tinuous speech recognition for the reasons pointed out by 
Norris (1994b). Other shortcomings of recurrent networks 
in speech recognition are highlighted by Nearey. Page 
(2000) presents a more general critique of models relying 
on distributed representations. One problem that DCM 
faces is that it is not clear how lexical decisions could be 
made. Presentation of an input word leads to a pattern of 
activation across semantic units. Without some indepen-
dent lexical representation that specifies exactly what pat-
tern of semantic unit activation is to be expected for each 
word, there is no way to determine whether a given activa-
tion pattern actually corresponds to a word or not. 
R3.4. Merge and ART. The following line of reasoning is 
pursued by Montant: ART uses feedback, ART is good, 
therefore this is evidence in favour of feedback. Remember 
that our central claim is that "Feedback is never necessary." 
We also pointed out that the best a recognition system can 
do is to select the stored representation that best matches 
its input. This holds for ART as much as anything else. In 
ART, the feedback is part of the mechanism for assessing 
the degree of match between bottom-up input and stored 
representations. The same result could be achieved with-
out feedback. Indeed, although most versions of ART use 
feedback, the feedback is not necessary and is not needed 
in ART2-A (Carpenter et al. 1991). Grossberg et al. (1997a) 
demonstrate the similarity between ART and the FLMP 
equations which do not require feedback to be imple-
mented. Feedback is also absent from the related learning 
mechanisms proposed by Page (2000). So the fact that ART 
has such an impressive track record, and normally uses 
feedback, in no way counters our thesis about feedback not 
being necessary. 
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A potentially more interesting criticism based on ART 
comes from Luce et al. They also think that feedback is 
needed for ART and is therefore a good idea. But they ar-
gue that in ART phonemes and words are just lists of dif-
ferent lengths, so the whole issue of feedback between 
words and phonemes simply does not arise. Although it is 
true that phonemes are represented at the list level in ART, 
they are also represented at a lower level as the elements 
from which lists are composed. We can see this clear dis-
tinction between levels in action in Grossberg's (e.g., Cohen 
& Grossberg 1986) account of the word superiority effect 
in reading, which relies on feedback from the list (i.e., let-
ter and word) level to the previous letter level. We presume 
that the account of lexical effects on phoneme identification 
would have a similar explanation in ART, in that phonemes 
could be identified directly from a phoneme level. The al-
ternative that Luce et al. suggest is that attention can be 
shifted between words and phonemes by attending to dif-
ferent sizes of list. Normally longer list units like words 
would mask (inhibit) shorter units like phonemes. Such 
masking would be stronger for phonemes in words than in 
nonwords. So, while attention to lists of length 1 might 
overcome the problems faced by phonemes in words, there 
is no reason why it should lead to facilitation of responses 
to words. If the crucial representations for phonemes and 
words are both at the list level, then the model cannot ex-
plain the effects of lexical context on phoneme identifica-
tion. 
Overall, our view of ART is that it may well be able to 
provide the basic building blocks for implementing a model 
of speech perception. It has addressed many issues which 
have been ignored by other models. However, the basic 
principles of ART place few constraints on how the com-
ponents might be put together to form a complete model, 
and it is not clear that feedback would necessarily be cen-
tral to such a model. ART is now being used to simulate real 
data on speech perception, and we look forward to an ART-
based testable psychological model of speech perception. 
Grossberg himself argues that feedforward models fail 
to explain phenomena such as phoneme restoration and 
backward effects in time (Repp 1980; Repp et al. 1978). 
First, the argument concerning phoneme restoration is 
flawed because it depends on the assumption that the 
source of the restored phonemic percept is in the input rep-
resentation rather than being derived from the lexical rep-
resentation. Second, the existence of backward effects in 
time has nothing to do with the feedforward/feedback dis-
tinction. Shortlist, a strictly feedforward model, simulates a 
range of backward-in-time phenomena (e.g., Norris et al. 
1995; 1997). 
R4. Data 
Thirty years ago Foss (1969) introduced the phoneme-
monitoring task to Psycholinguistics (presumably precipi-
tating Warren s musings over phoneme detection during a 
colloquium that year). We, like many users of the task, 
would not want to claim that it taps directly into necessary 
stages of speech processing. Indeed, this is one of the mo-
tivating factors for our development of Merge. However, 
we do believe that in the past three decades spoken-word 
perception has been an enormously active research field in 
which real theoretical progress has been made, and that this 
is in part due to Foss and the other pioneers who equipped 
Psycholinguistics with the necessary empirical tasks. That 
these tasks often involved metalinguistic decisions is a con-
sequence of our inability to measure perception directly; 
Doeleman et al., Marslen-Wilson, Meyer & Levelt, 
and Murray all remark on the undesirability of this situa-
tion. Meyer & Levelt further claim that the study of speech 
production is less bedevilled by the indirect measurement 
problem than the study of perception, because in their work 
on production they are able to measure (and model) onset 
of articulation. We suspect that this claim should be taken 
with a pinch of salt; articulation can be seen as the bottle-
neck of an otherwise far more rapid speech production 
process (Levinson 2000), and this allows for the possibility 
that production processes such as lexical access are not di-
rectly reflected in articulation speed at all. For perception, 
however, both Murray and Meyer & Levelt point to the use-
fulness of recently developed eye movement paradigms 
(Tanenhaus et al. 1995). So far these tasks can only be used 
with a restricted set of specified response options (a display 
of which the subject knows all the members in advance), 
which means that many issues are as yet outside their range 
of usefulness; we certainly hope that this type of approach 
will be incorporated in further tasks of greater refinement 
in the near future. Even better, of course, would be appro-
priate refinement of brain imaging techniques; these are 
still laughably far from being able to provide insight into the 
sort of questions dealt with in the experiments we have dis-
cussed (such as the processing difference involved in hear-
ing two versions of job in which the jo- portion comes re-
spectively from jod or from jog). 
At the moment, however, the data on phonemic decision 
making provide the only insight into such questions, and 
none of the commentaries lead us to revise our conclusion 
that the Merge model currently provides the best available 
account of these data. In this section, we discuss the com-
ments addressed to specific questions about the decision 
data. The presentation follows the order we adopted for our 
review of the data in the target article (sect. 4), but ends 
with a new subsection on acoustic-phonetic processing. 
R4.1. Variability of lexical effects. The variability of lexical 
effects on phonetic categorization and phoneme monitor-
ing tasks is a challenge to models with feedback. No com-
mentator contests this claim. Pitt, however, draws attention 
to a specific kind of variability of lexical involvement in pho-
netic categorization which we did not discuss in the target 
article. This is that lexical effects in categorization change 
overtime (Fox 1984; McQueen 1991; Pitt & Samuel 1993). 
Pitt questions whether Merge could deal with this variabil-
ity. It can. Lexical involvement in the model tends to build 
up, and then decay over time (although the situation that is 
being modelled is somewhat different, the lexical effects in 
Merge's subcategorical mismatch simulations [see Fig. 3b] 
increase as lexical activation builds up, and then decrease 
as phoneme node activation reaches asymptote). It is pos-
sible that experiments on word-initial categorization have 
tended to tap into the incrementing phase of lexical in-
volvement (the standard finding is that there are larger lex-
ical effects in slower responses), while those on word-final 
categorization (here there are smaller lexical effects in 
slower responses) have tended to tap into the decrement-
ing phase. We have already begun to address this issue ex-
perimentally (McQueen et al. 1999b). 
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It is important to note that the pattern of lexical involve-
ment in word-final categorization, though not problematic 
for Merge, is in fact problematic for models with feedback, 
like TRACE (as McQueen 1991 argued). TRACE simula-
tions in McClelland (1987, Fig. 1.2, p. 12) show that, as pro-
cessing continues, lexical feedback acts to increase the dif-
ference in activation between the phoneme nodes for the 
lexically-consistent and lexically-inconsistent phonemes 
(/t/ and /d/ given dor? in McClelland's example). TRACE 
therefore wrongly predicts that lexical involvement in 
word-final categorization should build up over time. We 
thank Pitt for reminding us about another of TRACE'S frail-
ties. 
R4.2. Facilitation versus inhibition in phoneme monitor-
ing. The results presented by Connine & LoCasto show 
that listeners were faster to detect the target /m/ in the non-
word chorum (which is close to the word chorus) than in the 
control nonword golum (which is not close to any real 
word). This finding replicates Wurm and Samuel (1997) 
and supports Wurm and Samuel's argument that more 
word-like nonwords are easier to process than less word-
like nonwords. This is one reason why Frauenfelder et 
al. (1990) may have failed to find inhibitory lexical effects 
in nonwords like vocabulaire. Despite Samuel's protesta-
tions, however, it remains the case that there was no direct 
evidence for fhis kind of inhibitory effect when the target 
article was written. Why Connine and LoCasto's commen-
tary is important is that it now provides us with direct evi-
dence of lexical inhibition. Listeners were slower to detect 
the ///, for example, in the nonword chorush than in the 
control nonword golush. It would appear that when die tar-
get phoneme is close enough to the sound it replaces in 
the base word (/// is only one feature different from the /s/ 
in chorus) there is sufficient support for the lexically-
consistent sound (/s/) to overcome the benefit due to cho-
rush being more word-like than golush, resulting in a small 
net inhibitory effect. 
Connine & LoCasto claim that their results are incon-
sistent with the Merge model. Specifically, they suggest that 
the bottom-up priority rule in Merge might have to be 
abandoned. They are right to suspect that we would be 
loath to remove this rule; it serves the important function 
of preventing hallucinations. These new results are, how-
ever, consistent with Merge and in fact provide support 
for the rule. The inhibitory effect appears to occur only 
when the target phoneme is phonetically close to the pho-
neme it replaces, that is, when the target itself provides 
some bottom-up support for the replaced sound. Since /f/ 
activates the /s/ decision node, the word node for chorus, 
following the bottom-up priority rule, can also activate the 
/s/ decision node. Due to the resulting competition be-
tween the /s/ and /f/ nodes, /f/ decisions will be delayed. 
When the target provides no support for the sound it re-
places {/ml in chorum differs in place, manner and voicing 
from /s/) the bottom-up priority rule will prevent lexical ac-
tivation from supporting the lexically-consistent phoneme, 
and no inhibition will be observed. 
We agree with Connine & LoCasto that attentional 
processes have an important role to play in language pro-
cessing. No model of phonemic decision making has a 
satisfactory attentional component. Merge, like any other 
model, would be strengthened if it included a fuller account 
of attentional factors. 
R4.3. Compensation for coarticulation. The results of Pitt 
and McQueen (1998) are particularly important in the 
feedback debate. They found a dissociation between a lex-
ical effect on the labeling of word-final fricatives and no lex-
ical effect on the labeling of following word-initial stops 
(e.g., categorization of the ambiguous fricative in "jui? 
?apes" as Is/, but no increased tendency to label the fol-
lowing stop as /k/, consistent with compensation for coar-
ticulation following Is/). This dissociation is very problem-
atic for models with feedback, like TRACE. If feedback 
modified the activation of the Is/ node at the phoneme level 
in TRACE, the compensation for coarticulation mecha-
nism at that level of processing ought to have been trig-
gered. The results are however consistent with the Merge 
model, in which the lexicon can influence fricative decision 
nodes, but cannot influence the prelexical compensation 
mechanism. 
Some commentators question this argument. Pitt points 
out that the compensation process may not be purely 
prelexical, while, as we have already discussed, Massaro 
and Oden wish to maintain their view that the process op-
erates at a high-level integration stage in FLMP. The evi-
dence, however, suggests strongly fhat compensation for 
coarticulation has a prelexical locus. Pitt and McQueen's 
(1998) data in fact suggest this: It would be hard to explain 
the dissociation in lexical involvement between the fricative 
and stop decisions if compensation did take place at the de-
cision stage. Mann and Repps (1981) original demonstra-
tion of fricative-stop compensation was based on nonsense 
strings (like /ska/ and /ujta/), suggesting that the process 
does not depend on lexical access (contrary to Oden s sug-
gestion). Most audiors therefore agree that fricative-stop 
compensation is prelexical (Elman & McClelland 1988; Pitt 
& McQueen 1998). Brancazio & Fowler argue that liquid-
stop compensation is also owing to a prelexical process. 
A particularly striking demonstration that liquid-stop 
compensation does not operate at the phoneme decision 
stage is provided by Mann (1986b). Japanese listeners who 
could not identify English /l/ and /r/ correcdy showed ap-
propriate compensation in their labeling of stops following 
/ ] / and /r/ (i.e., more /go/ responses after /all than after 
/ar/). These subjects showed fhe same amount of compen-
sation as both native English speakers and Japanese listen-
ers who were able to identify l\l and /r/. The process re-
sponsible for compensation for coarticulation between 
liquids and stops (and, by extension, probably the mecha-
nism for fricative-stop coarticulation) therefore appears to 
operate at fhe prelexical stage, that is, at a level of process-
ing below fhat at which explicit phoneme decisions are 
made. 
Pitt and McQueen (1998) also showed fhat compensa-
tion for coarticulation following ambiguous fricatives could 
be triggered by Transitional Probability (TP) biases in die 
nonword contexts in which the ambiguous fricatives were 
placed. Previous demonstrations of lexical involvement in 
compensation for coarticulation in which the word contexts 
had TP biases (Elman & McClelland 1988) could thus be 
due to a prelexical process sensitive to TPs (and not to lex-
ical feedback). The remarks of Brancazio & Fowler, 
Doeleman et al., and Massaro suggest that they may have 
misunderstood Pitt and McQueen's results. It is therefore 
important to emphasize that Pitt and McQueen did not 
show fhat the compensatory effect was owing to a TP bias 
rather than to a bias based on sensitivity to coarticulation. 
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That is, they did not show that there was a TP mechanism 
instead of a compensation for coarticulation mechanism. 
Rather, they showed that the process which compensates 
for coarticulation could be triggered by a TP bias in the con-
text. In other words, the compensation process can be acti-
vated either by unambiguous fricatives or by an ambiguous 
fricative in a context where, for example, TPs favor Is/ over 
Vroomen & de Gelder question the distinction be-
tween TPs and lexical information. They ask why, in the 
Merge account, statistical regularities can play a role in 
prelexical processing while lexical knowledge cannot. Our 
answer is that the data, in particular the dissociation be-
tween the effects of lexical biases and TP biases in Pitt and 
McQueen (1998), but also other similar dissociations (Vite-
vitch & Luce 1998; 1999), suggest that the effects result 
from two distinct sources of information, and that TP in-
formation is stored prelexically. Vroomen and de Gelder 
also question whether TP information can assist prelexical 
processing which is already very robust. As we discuss in 
section R4.7, we agree that prelexical processing is very ef-
ficient. Pitt and McQueen (1998) therefore suggest that 
TPs will be of most value when the speech signal is am-
biguous (even if that is a relatively rare phenomenon 
outside the psycholinguistic laboratory). Vroomen & de 
Gelders suggestion that TPs could only be learned using 
some form of feedback is incorrect. TPs are statistical reg-
ularities in the speech signal, and thus can be learned from 
the signal by a feedforward system. 
R4.4. Phonemic restoration and selective adaptation. In 
his commentary, Samuel expresses concern that we are un-
willing to accept the data in Samuel (1997) as evidence of 
feedback. He attributes two misconstruals to us. First, he 
tries to undermine our point that the adaptation produced 
by restored phoneme looks different from that obtained 
with real phonemes. There is no need to tally up just how 
many adaptation effects reported in the literature are lim-
ited to the category boundary and how many are spread 
over the entire continuum; the point remains that the ef-
fects with real and restored phonemes in Samuel (1997; see 
Figs. 1 and 2, pp. 102 and 104) do not look the same. This 
worried us, and still does. 
Second, Samuel suggests that we have distorted the re-
sults of Samuel (1997) and of Samuel and Kat (1996), claim-
ing that we suggested that the adaptation occurs at the lex-
ical level. We did not. We agree with Samuel and Kat (and 
others) that adaptation may well operate at several differ-
ent levels of processing, but we did not propose that the lex-
ical level is one of them. The crucial issue is the locus ofthe 
adaptation effect with restored (noise-replaced) phonemes. 
We suggested that Merge could account for Samuels 
(1997) data if the locus o f the adaptation effect with re-
stored phonemes is found to be at the decision stage (which 
can indeed be equated with Samuel and Kat s "categorical" 
level; in both accounts, these levels are responsible for cat-
egorical decisions). We also argued for a type of bottom-up 
priority in selective adaptation, that is, that adaptation ef-
fects are driven primarily by the information in the speech 
signal, rather than by phonemic precepts. The failure to 
find lexical effects with intact adaptors (Samuel 1997, Ex-
periment 3) is thus consistent with the proposed account in 
the Merge model. Lexical context may bias processing at 
the decision level with noise-replaced adaptors but not with 
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intact adaptors for two reasons: because diere is no ambi-
guity at the decision level which lexical context can act upon 
when the adaptors are intact; and because intact adaptors 
will produce adaptation primarily at lower levels, which (at 
least in the Merge model) can not be modulated by the lex-
icon. 
In short, there is nothing in Samuel's commentary to 
change our view of the Samuel (1997) data. We agree that 
these are potentially crucial data in the feedback debate. 
However, the locus of the adaptation effect with noise-
replaced adaptors remains to be established. Given the im-
portance of these findings, we have attempted to replicate 
them, but have been unable to do so (McQueen et al. 
1999c). 
R4.5. Lexical effects on phonemic decisions in non-
words. It is argued by Newman and Brancazio & Fowler 
that a prelexical mechanism sensitive to simple TPs cannot 
be responsible for the effects on phonetic categorization in 
nonwords reported by Newman et al. (1997). We agree that 
since simple (diphone) probabilities were controlled by 
Newman et al. they cannot be the source of the effect. 
Higher-order (longer range) probabilities may have played 
a role, however. Newman in fact suggests that the proba-
bilities between the initial and final consonants in her ma-
terials may have had an effect (though Brancazio & Fowler 
argue that these probabilities were also controlled). But 
what about the probabilities ofthe complete strings? Bran-
cazio and Fowler assume that these were all zero. The 
CVCs only have zero probability on a strictly syllabic ac-
count, however. Though all of Newman et al.'s items were 
nonwords, and none appear as syllables in English words, 
some of the sequences do nevertheless occur in English 
words (e.g., beysh appears mprobation, kice in skyscraper). 
In a count ofthe CELEX database (Baayen et al. 1993), we 
found that in one of Newman et al.'s sets (beysh-peysh/ 
beyth-peyth) the triphone probability biases made the same 
(correct) predictions as die lexical neighborhood biases, 
while in another set (gice-kice/gipe-kipe) the triphone prob-
abilities made the opposite (i.e., incorrect) predictions to 
the lexical neighborhoods. In die other four sets in New-
man et al. (two which showed neighborhood effects, and 
two which showed no effects), we found no matching tri-
phones (except for toish in toyshop). 
Note that a dictionary-based count is a blunt instrument 
that can only approximate the frequencies of triphones (or 
diphones, or whatever) in continuous speech. The CELEX 
count misses strings across word boundaries in running 
speech, like gice in "big icecream," which at least theo-
retically might modulate prelexical TP sensitivities. The 
CELEX analyses nevertheless suggest that although some 
ofthe effects reported in Newman et al. are almost certainly 
due to the effects of lexical neighborhoods, some may be 
due to a prelexical mechanism sensitive to higher-order se-
quential probabilities. As we suggested in the target article, 
more work needs to be done to tie down the locus or loci of 
these effects. We also need to know more about the nature 
ofthe TP mechanism. As Pitt and McQueen (1998) pointed 
out, we do not yet know what the limits of listeners' TP sen-
sitivity are (whether diphone, triphone, or even longer se-
quences are involved; whether syllable structure constrains 
sensitivity or not; and so on). 
Whether these effects prove to be entirely prelexical, en-
tirely lexical, or a mixture of the two, they do not challenge 
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the Merge model. Though Newman agrees that Merge 
could explain effects driven by a prelexical mechanism, she 
questions whether the model could explain effects at the 
lexical level, arising from the joint influence of gangs of 
words. She is right that there are strict limits on the num-
ber of words activated at the lexical level in Merge (as in the 
Shortlist model, whose name in fact reflects this property). 
In Shortlist, the default maximum number of candidate 
words considered to begin at any particular segmental po-
sition is 30. As we pointed out in the target article, the num-
ber of words can be reduced considerably witliout impair-
ing Shortlists performance; that is, correct recognition is 
still achieved even when only two words are allowed in the 
shortlist (Norris 1994b). We did not mean to imply however 
that the maximum (in Merge or Shortlist) should be as small 
as two. Indeed, other effects of competitor neighborhood 
size on word recognition (Norris et al. 1995; Vroomen & de 
Gelder 1995) have suggested that the shortlist maximum 
should be larger than two. Shortlist is able to simulate such 
data successfully with the maximum remaining at the de-
fault of 30 (Norris et al. 1995; 1997). Although Newman et 
al.'s data have not yet been simulated, we think that it is rea-
sonable to assume that Merge, operating with a similar 
shortlist size, would capture effects due to gangs of lexical 
neighbours (the largest gang in Newman et al. 1997 had 14 
members). 
R4.6. Subcategorical mismatch. The possibility is raised 
by Whalen that the mismatches in the cross-spliced items 
in McQueen et al. (1999a) and in Marslen-Wilson and War-
ren (1994) had overt ambiguities, and thus tJiat listeners 
used nonphonetic means to resolve these ambiguities. The 
data speak against this possibility. Although it is true that 
trained phoneticians could, with careful listening, possibly 
detect the mismatches in the materials, we do not believe 
that the naive subjects used in McQueen et al.'s experi-
ments were able to detect the mismatches, at least when 
they were presented with the full items. Once the listeners 
had heard each final stop, they were able to identify it 
rapidly and accurately. If the materials had been overtly am-
biguous, one would not expect mean phonetic decision la-
tencies and error rates on the order of 650 msec and 5% and 
mean lexical decision latencies and error rates of about 470 
msec and 8% (McQueen et al. 1999a, Experiments 1 and 3, 
cross-spliced conditions). The gating experiment in Mc-
Queen et al. shows that listeners were sensitive to the in-
formation in the pre-splice portions of the words (as does 
the forced-choice vowel identification task). But only in the 
earlier gates did listeners tend to respond with words con-
sistent with the pre-splice portions of the cross-spliced 
items (e.g., shot responses to the W2W1 word sloop, made 
from the [slo] from shot and the [p] from shop). Once lis-
teners had heard the final stop, over 85% of their responses 
reflected the identity of the release burst (e.g., sloop re-
sponses). We therefore believe that the effects in these 
experiments reflect the operation of bottom-up speech 
processing, as modeled in Merge, rather than conscious 
ambiguity-resolution processes. 
R4,7. Speech processing. Speech recognition is a difficult 
and complex process. Several of the commentators seem to 
have based assumptions of top-down feedback solely on in-
tuitions that a complex process must necessarily be error-
prone, and hence incapable of succeeding on its own with-
out reference to other processing levels. Thus we read that 
speech "is characterized by noise and variability" (Tanen-
haus et al.) and that ambiguity in speech signals "makes it 
very unlikely that a pure bottom-up analysis can be effi-
cient" (Montant) so that "feedback would be helpful" 
(Tanenhaus et al.); the system should not be designed to 
be error-free and optimal because it is not actually error-
free and optimal (Connine & LoCasto). These commen-
tators are psychologists, and their intuitions do not appear 
to be shared by those commentators who are phonetic sci-
entists. The assumption of error-prone front-end process-
ing can be contrasted with the explicit detail of speech pro-
cessing laid out in die commentary by Kingston, in which 
we see a picture of massive redundancy producing a 
bottom-up information flow of such richness tJiat there 
is room for portions of it to be lost without damage to the 
end result. Other commentators who are phonetic scien-
tists (Benki, Nearey, Stevens, Whalen) likewise display 
no such intuition-based assumptions about defective front-
end processing warranting feedback: for Whalen, the claim 
that lexical feedback cannot in principle improve speech 
processing is "sound"; for Benki our arguments against 
feedback are "convincing" and lexical effects should better 
be viewed in terms of bias; Nearey points out that the hu-
man system even in high noise with arbitrary and unpre-
dictable input does a remarkably good job, far better than 
any existing ASR system; Stevens accepts bottom-up pro-
cessing alone for the same situation of words in isolation. 
A comparable contrast between views can be seen in the 
remarks of Warren, Nearey, and Slowiaczek on the issue 
of phonemic representations in speech processing. As we 
pointed out in the target article (sect. 7), the framework we 
have proposed is compatible with a range of possible front-
end implementations. Certainly the experimental evidence 
(including of course that of our own work on subcategori-
cal mismatch) indicates that listeners process speech input 
continuously and not as a sequence of independent pho-
nemes. The evidence from his own laboratory which War-
ren so amply cites is fully consistent with the consensus po-
sition. Warren interprets such evidence as indicating that 
phonemes have no role to play in human speech process-
ing. Nearey, however, on the basis of his own work, argues 
for "phoneme-like units," and Slowiaczek makes a strong 
case for phonemic representations on the basis of evidence 
from phonological priming. Our own position is closer to 
that of the latter two commentators, but the crucial point 
here is that nothing in the Merge/Shortlist framework de-
pends on whether or not phonemic representations inter-
vene in speech recognition. Phonemic decisions are based 
on output from the decision nodes, which are separate from 
the direct input-to-lexicon processing paffi. 
Stevens, taking up the issue of the input-to-lexicon path, 
describes a casual-speech multi-word utterance the recog-
nition of which, he maintains, involves the kind of top-down 
processes which the target article argues against. However, 
the processes he describes do not involve feedback. He pro-
poses acoustic processing that produces a pattern of fea-
tures; these features in turn generate a cohort of potential 
word sequences. This is exactly the process of multiple ac-
tivation of candidate word sequences embodied in Shortlist 
and indeed most current spoken-word recognition models. 
Stevens then proposes application of rule-based transfor-
mations of the activated word forms. Rules are, of course, 
by definition not lexically stored information. Application 
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of the rules will then "lead to a pattern that matches the 
pattern derived from the acoustic signal." This is exactly 
the bottom-up priority embodied in Merge and Shortlist. 
Feedback, in contrast, would allow the reverse - transfor-
mation of the pattern derived from the acoustic signal to 
match the lexical form. That is, where Stevens's rules allow 
the system to accept, for instance, a nasal as a possible in-
stantiation of a voiced fricative, top-down feedback would 
result in the system altering its analysis of the input, and de-
ciding that what had been heard was a voiced fricative and 
not a nasal at all. Stevens does not think that this happens, 
and nor do we: there is no feedback in speech recognition. 
Finally, the speech scientist commentators point to some 
levels of complexity which we had not considered explicidy 
in the target article: Whalen describes non-sequential con-
text effects requiring integration of acoustic information 
across time, Nearey discusses the need for temporal sensi-
tivity in the front-end processor, and Stevens (as also the 
commentary by Gow) highlights the fact that phonological 
processes can transform featural representations of pho-
netic information. There are many further aspects still to 
the complexity of speech processing. But complexity is not 
ipso facto a warrant for feedback. 
R5. The wider context of language processing 
Several commentators relate our arguments to aspects of 
human language processing beyond die circumscribed do-
main of the evidence we reviewed. We used research on 
phonemic decision-making in speech recognition as a clear 
case study in which to examine the need for feedback in 
modeling the research evidence. But speech recognition is 
just one function of the human language processing system. 
This system not only recognises speech but also produces 
it; the relationship between our model and models of 
speech production has been raised by Meyer & Levelt. 
The system processes auditory information for speech 
recognition; but it is also capable of drawing on visual in-
formation to the same end, as noted by Brancazio & 
Fowler. The system recognises words; but it also recog-
nises sentence structure, raised in the commentaries by 
Isel and Shillcock. Furthermore, the adult listener's 
recognition system has developed from an initial state via a 
process of language acquisition in the child, as Jusczyk & 
Johnson discuss; and it is implemented, as a number of 
commentators stress, in the neural architecture of the hu-
man brain. All these comments provide welcome views of 
the place of Merge in the wider context of language pro-
cessing. 
R5.1. Production and perception. It is proposed by Meyer 
& Levelt that certain representational levels in the lan-
guage processing system are shared between production 
and perception, and that feedback must therefore neces-
sarily occur between those levels. This speculation prompts 
two obvious remarks. One is that sharing of resources at 
these levels is as yet unsupported by empirical evidence. 
Experiments summarised by Levelt et al. (1999) support 
tripartite lexical processing in production (lexical concepts, 
syntactic words, phonological forms), but to our knowledge 
such a division is not indicated by empirical evidence for 
perception (although note that Caskell proposes a division 
between lexical content and form, implemented without 
feedback in the DCM). The second remark is that bidirec-
tional connectivity is the prerequisite for feedback, but is 
not itself feedback; feedback occurs when die connections 
are used in both directions during the same processing op-
eration. If connections between two levels are used in only 
one direction during language production, and only in the 
other direction during language recognition, there is no 
feedback. Certainly there is room for further investigation 
of such issues. 
R5.2. Syntactic processing. As Shilleoek points out, the 
recognition of function words is dependent upon syntactic 
context and hence might be more likely to involve feedback. 
Studies in Dutch (Haveman 1997) have in fact shown com-
parable priming effects for function and content words, and 
no evidence for the prediction of function words from syn-
tactic context. Isel, responding to our remarks in section 
3.5.2 about the relationship between syntactic and seman-
tic processing during comprehension, describes ERP stud-
ies which indicate early independence of the processing of 
lexical gender and of sentence semantics. Modulation of 
the effects of gender by semantic factors occurs only at a 
later processing stage. Gender is a property of words which 
does not alter its type (masculine, feminine, and neuter, in 
the case of the study cited by Isel) as a function of syntac-
tic structure, but can alter its expression; for example, to 
mark case relations. Gender type can thus hardly serve as 
the prototypical measure of syntactic processing; indeed, 
disambiguation via gender type has been shown not to 
block concurrent availability of alternate parses of an 
ambiguous syntactic structure (Brown et al., in press; Van 
Berkum et al. 1999). There is however separate electro-
physiological evidence that syntactic analysis of verb agree-
ment is independent of semantic processing (Hagoort & 
Brown, in press). Similar studies have shown separate pro-
cessing effects of content and function words, at least in vi-
sual processing (Brown et al. 1999; Ter Keurs et al. 1999). 
As we pointed out in section 3.5.2, current models of syn-
tactic/semantic processing differ significandy with respect 
to feedback; we welcome the growing attention paid to sort-
ing out these differences via neurophysiological investiga-
tions. 
R5.3. Audio-visual processing. We note that Brancazio 
& Fowler observe that Merge, like other models of speech 
processing, fails to incorporate any obvious mechanism for 
exploiting visual information. Visual information is, of 
course, not necessary for speech perception. Indeed the 
McGurk effect is evidence that speech perception can be 
adversely affected by visual information - it is only when 
looking at the face producing /ga/ tiiat we decide we are 
hearing /da/; close the eyes and the speaker's production of 
/ba/ is veridically available to the listeners consciousness. 
Although it is tempting to relegate this effect to domains ex-
ternal to the speech perception model, the phenomenon is 
nonetheless robust and poses an intriguing set of questions 
(which, it should be remarked, Massaro and his colleagues 
have not shied from addressing in FLMP simulations). 
Moreover, as Brancazio & Fowler point out, die range of 
data currently available suggest a prelexical locus for the 
McGurk effect, which could make it a useful experimental 
tool. We are therefore very interested to hear of Brancazio 
& Fowler's planned exploitation of audio-visual effects to 
test predictions from autonomous models such as Merge 
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versus feedback models, and we look forward to the results 
of their study. (Although space constraints prevented them 
from describing their planned materials in detail, we hope 
that as well as controlling transition probability of the con-
sonant-consonant sequences they also, for the reasons dis-
cussed above in sect. R4.3, will be able to control the prob-
ability of the vowel-to-consonant transitions.) 
R5.4. The development of phonemic processing. As 
Jusczyk & Johnson point out, any speech recognition sys-
tem in place in an adult listener has its beginnings in a sys-
tem developed by an infant. And an infant begins by know-
ing no words, so the system must be capable of developing 
without the use of information flowing from word repre-
sentations to prelexical representations. This is of course 
not in itself an argument that the adult system must also 
make no use of top-down information flow. As Jusczyk & 
Johnson observe, a reorganisation of the system to allow 
feedback in the stable state is conceivable. They also ob-
serve that the decision nodes of Merge may imply reorgan-
isation or elaboration of the system beyond what is available 
in the initial state, for phonemic decision is not, as we 
argued in section 7, a necessary operation in infant devel-
opment. Neuro-imaging evidence certainly exists, which 
suggests that such a reorganisation distinguishes phonolog-
ical processing by literate versus illiterate language users 
(Castro-Caldas et al. 1998), and evidence from aphasic lis-
teners also suggests a dissociation of phonemic decision-
making and speech comprehension (Basso et al. 1977; 
Riedel & Studdert-Kennedy 1985). 
Note that Jusczyk & Johnson's assumption that phone-
mic decision plays no role in language development stands 
in marked contrast to Doeleman et al.'s claim that phone-
mic decision-making is part of infant perception. Here 
Doeleman et al. confuse infants' ability to discriminate with 
adults' ability to identify. Years of speech perception re-
search have been based on the difference between identi-
fication tasks and discrimination tasks; discriminating a dif-
ference between two inputs is not at all the same thing as 
identifying the nature of the difference. In fact the studies 
with very young infants to which Doeleman et al. refer have 
inter alia shown infants to be capable of discriminations that 
adults cannot make; thus infants in an English-language en-
vironment discriminate a change from dental to retroflex 
stops, both of which English-speaking adults unhesitatingly 
categorise as a /t/ (neither dental nor retroflex, but alveolar 
place of articulation in their dialect; Werker & Tees 1984). 
That the discrimination performance is actually not based 
on phonemic identification was shown by Moon et al. 
(1992): in their study, infants could tell the difference be-
tween pat and tap but not between pst and tsp. The phone-
mic changes in Moon et al.'s two pairs were identical; in the 
first pair, however, the medial vowel resulted in a possible 
syllable, while in the second pair the medial fricative re-
sulted in non-syllabic input which the infants clearly could 
not decompose as adult listeners would have done. 
Not all infant perception research involves simple dis-
crimination; researchers can now also establish whether in-
fants prefer one of two types of input which they can dis-
criminate. Jusczyk & Johnson list an impressive array of 
evidence gleaned from such preference tasks concerning the 
speech perception capacities of very young infants, and the 
list could be much longer. But Jusczyk & Johnson hold that 
these discrimination and preference capacities do not consti-
tute phonemic decision, and we agree. Phonemic decision is 
knowing, for instance, that cup and cat begin in the same way, 
and it is not observed, even in societies which encourage such 
awareness, till age three or four (Bradley & Bryant 1983; 
Liberman 1973). Phonemic decision-making is, as we argue 
in section 7 of the target article, separate from the normal 
route from input to lexicon, which by that age is fully in place. 
R5.5. Neural implementation. A number of commentators 
(Doeleman et al., Grossberg, Luce et al., Montant, 
Tanenhaus et al.) raise the question of whether the exis-
tence of widespread neural backprojections in the brain 
might undermine our case against feedback. The answer 
here is that it depends on what diose backprojections actu-
ally do. For example, backprojections might be involved in 
non-specific attentional control over the entire prelexical 
system. The presence of such backprojections would be en-
tirely consistent with our case against feedback (see defi-
nitions). More generally, we have very little understanding 
of how information processing algorithms are implemented 
in neural hardware. Backprojections might well be part of 
the neural mechanisms, such as gain control, required to 
implement an informationally feedforward system with 
neural hardware. That is, the existence of backprojections 
may not be manifest at all at the psychological or informa-
tion processing level. Alternatively, backprojections might 
be involved in learning but play no role in processing 
learned material (see Norris 1993). 
The relation between processing models and their neural 
implementation is surely one of the most exciting areas for 
future research. But we should remember that the gulf be-
tween psychological models and their possible neural im-
plementation is currently enormous. 
R6. Conclusion 
The feedback from the commentaries leaves us convinced 
that feedback in spoken word recognition is never neces-
sary. There is still no good theoretical case for assuming that 
there should be feedback from lexical to prelexical pro-
cessing in speech recognition. The data are consistent with 
a feedforward model like Merge, but inconsistent with a 
feedback model like TRACE. A model based on ART might 
possibly be able to explain some of the data, but it is far from 
clear that die feedback in ART is necessary. Advances in 
neurobiology might well illuminate this debate but, as we 
have cautioned, the mapping between neurobiological data 
and psychological theory is not straightforward. In the 
meantime progress will come from the development of 
Merge and other models to give a better computational ac-
count of human speech recognition, one that can be sub-
jected to rigorous empirical test. 
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